The design for the new South Pole Station is now
virtually complete; and the majority of the exterior
"shell' components of the station have already been
procured and shipped to McMurdo. Actual construction of the station is scheduled to begin in Deep
Freeze 72.
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The history of the Antarctic goes back a little over
200 years, although the quest for a great southern
continent is much older. The Greeks, with a profound belief in symmetry, assumed that the existence
of such a continent was necessary to balance the land
masses of the north. They even had a name for it—
Antarctica, the opposite of Arctic or Bear, their name
for the constellation that included the North Star.
Although islands within the Antarctic Convergence had been discovered before his epochmaking voyage, Captain James Cook, Royal Navy, is
the real founder of antarctic history. Between the
years 1772 and 1775, he circumnavigated the Antarctic Continent in high southern latitudes without
even sighting it. He neither proved nor disproved the
existence of the mythical southern land, but he demonstrated that it did not exist in an area inhabitable
by man and thus disposed of the dream of a continent densely inhabited and endowed with resources.
In fact, Cook, after trying in vain to penetrate the ice
pack, came to the conclusion that, if indeed there
was land behind the barrier, it was not worth discovering, and he seriously doubted that men would
sail further south than he had done.
Despite his gloomy and erroneous inferences, Cook
remains one of the great navigators of all time. From
the viewpoint that I intend to approach the history
of Antarctica, he is important not so much for what
he did or did not do, as for the way in which he did
it. The heir of five centuries of great voyagers, he
knew well the lessons of the past. To them, he added
' Modified from a Presidential Address given before the
Antarctican Society, May 13, 1970.
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the technical know-how of his own enlightened century. The compass to determine direction and the
log to measure speed, both Jong known, he supplemented with the sextant and the chronometer, which
made possible relatively accurate course laying and
location keeping. Somewhat empirically, but nevertheless efficaciously, he dealt with scurvy, that ageold scourge of mariners, by using preserved vegetables (mostly pickles and sauerkraut) and malt and
herb extracts. He applied the latest techniques of
naval hygiene which, among other things, meant
that he made his sailors air their bedding periodically, and also that he knew how to delouse a ship.
Finally, he chose his vessels carefully, selecting as his
models the colliers that carried coal down the east
coast of England from Newcastle to London. Their
sturdy construction served to fend the blows of ice or
unexpected groundings, and their shallow draft was
ideal for navigating uncharted waters.
It is paradoxical that none of Cook's successors,
as long as ships depended upon sail for motive power,
were better equipped than he. Actually, the little
ships of the British and American sealers, who may
have been the first to sight Antarctica, had vessels
better adapted to polar navigation than the warships
used by Dumont d'Urville and Wilkes. The large,
square gun ports of their vessels admitted both cold
air and frigid water, making their interiors a living
horror. The only expedition equipped in a fashion
comparable to that of Cook was also outfitted by the
Royal Navy. Relying upon British experience in the
Arctic, the commander, Sir James Clark Ross, chose
his vessels carefully and had them especially strengthened for work in the ice. As a result, he alone of the
great early nineteenth century explorers dared plunge
into the ice. When he did, he broke through the pack
into the sea that now bears his name, and sailed
farther south than any man before him. He went, in
fact, about as far south as it is possible to go, up to
the great ice shelf.
Reading Ross' narrative, however, quickly reveals
the difficulty of maneuvering sailing ships through
the ice. The constant alternations of course, with the
need to change sails, quickly exhausted the crew. It
is no wonder that a few years later, when Ross' ships
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were sent to the Arctic on the ill-fated Franklin Expedition, the Admiralty equipped them with auxiliary steam engines. This combination of sails for
cruising and steam for maneuvering remained a
characteristic of polar ships until the 1930s. The
first steam-driven vessel to visit Antarctica was the
German ship Grönland which, in 1874, explored the
South Shetland Islands and the west coast of the
Antarctic Peninsula. Very shortly thereafter, HMS
Challenger, a steam vessel engaged in a worldwide
oceanographic cruise, crossed the Antarctic Circle.
The circumnavigation by Challenger will forever
remain one of the great scientific voyages. Wilkes believed, in 1840, that he had sighted enough landfalls
to establish the existence of a southern continent. The
scientists aboard Challenger gave to this hypothesis
a solid scientific underpinning: without penetrating
the ice pack or seeing the land, they dredged from
the antarctic seas rocks and boulders deposited by
melting icebergs, which could only be of continental
origin. The revelation of these results, in 1893, excited the scientific community to the point that the
International Geographical Congress, held two years
later in London, declared that investigation of the
Antarctic was "the greatest piece of geographical exploration still to be under taken," and recommended
that scientific societies throughout the world urge
this work to commence before the end of the century.
The appeal was favorably received all over western Europe. The first to sail were the Belgians under
Adrien de Gerlache, aboard the converted sealer
Belgica. Frozen into the Bellingshausen Sea by accident, they earned the distinction of being the first
scientific party to winter over. Tfie physician, Dr.
Frederick A. Cook, an American who was later to
become embroiled in a famous controversy over the
attainment of the North Pole, pulled the party
through the winter and avoided the danger of
scurvy by prescribing seal meat, no matter how the
expedition members regarded this doubtful delicacy.
The lesson was not lost on the vessel's first mate.
Roald Amundsen. While Belgica was drifting with
the ice, a British expedition led by Carstens Borchgrevink, an Australian science teacher of Norwegian
origin, who had previously visited Antarctica aboard
a whaler, landed his party at Cape Adare. There, a
hut was erected in which to pass the winter, while
his ship returned to New Zealand until the following spring. For inland journeys, Borchgrevink had
brought along dogs and sledges, the first introduction
of this form of transportation to Antarctica. Although the dogs were little used because access to
the plateau from Cape Adare was difficult, a pattern
of operations had been established that still endures
with small expeditions.
The alternative to a base on shore was to freeze a
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ship into the ice in some sheltered bay, and this was
successfully done by Commander (later Captain)
Robert Falcon Scott in 1902 during the British National Antarctic Expedition. A hut was erected on
shore for storage and recreation, and a futile attempt
was made to furnish it with a wind-driven electric
generator for lighting. When high winds blew down
the vanes, an acetylene gas system was installed. On a
long sledge journey across the Ross Ice Shelf, a problem occurred that Scott never solved, and this failure ultimately cost him his life. After a time on the
trail, the three members of the traverse party were
afflicted with scurvy, and one of them, Lieutenant
(later Sir) Ernest Shackleton, very nearly died. He
was so afflicted that, much to his chagrin, he was invalided home. In one respect, Scott's expedition
marked a regression. During the last quarter of the
nineteenth century, Scandinavian explorers in the
Arctic raised the art of polar travel to a high level.
They adopted the Eskimo use of dogs and very
greatly improved the natives' methods. These techniques were well known and could easily have been
adapted to antarctic conditions. Poor selection of
animals and ineptness in their handling caused Scott
and his followers to underestimate dogs and to prefer
almost any other means of hauling sleds, including
doing it themselves.
Not only were the Scandinavians' techniques of
northern travel available, but the reawakening of
interest in the Antarctic coincided with a period of
rapid technological advance in the western world.
It was an age which developed useable internal combustion engines, electric power and lighting, and
radio communications, among others. Scott had a
captive balloon on his first expedition, and on February 4, 1902, he became Antarctica's first aeronaut,
followed some six weeks later by the German exPlorer Erich von Drygalski.
When Shackleton organized his own expedition in
1907, he equipped it with a motor car that ran successfully on the fast ice of McMurdo Sound, but not
in snow or on the ice shelf. Nevertheless, he proved
that internal combustion engines could function in an
antarctic environment. As a source of illumination,
he, like Scott, used an acetylene-gas generator. For
trail work, he adopted the sledges, skis, clothing, and
reindeer sleeping bags of the Scandinavians but, remembering his experience with Scott, he rejected the
use of dogs. Instead, he selected Siberian ponies,
which were not, as it turned out, a happy choice.
An outstanding innovator of the pre-World War I
years was Dr. Jean Charcot of France. A physician
by training, Charcot headed the French Navy's Laboratory of Maritime Research. On his second antarctic voyage, begun in 1908, his ship—quaintly
named Pour quoi Pas?—had been especially built for
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the expedition and contained up-to-date laboratories.
A gasoline-driven electric generator provided light
and, when the party wintered over at Petermann Island, wires were run from the ship to huts on shore.
Pourquoi Pas? had a search light and telephones; the
latter were especially useful in reporting observations
from the crow's nest, and in communicating from
ship to shore during the winter. Charcot also had a
motor boat which operated successfully, and he took
along three motor sledges with flexible tracks. On the
occasion that he tried them out, they ran quite well,
but Charcot concluded that numerous tests and
changes would be needed to make the machines
really useful.
When Charcot's sledges were undergoing preexpedition trials, an interested spectator had been
Scott, who was already planning a second expedition.
He was sufficiently impressed to include three similar
vehicles in his plan, although, like Charcot, he regarded them as experimental. Actually, they performed well during the unloading and, on the
journey to the Pole, succeeded in crossing 50 miles
of the Ross Ice Shelf before breaking down. Their
performance disappointed Scott, but he nevertheless
regarded them as the vehicles of the future. Some 23
years elapsed before this prediction approached
reality.
Scott also had telephones. During the winter, they
connected the main building with two scientific stations. In September 1911, when stores were being
moved forward, the telephone system was extended
from Cape Evans to Hut Point, a distance of about
12 miles, by laying aluminum wire on the ice. During the planning stage, Scott had considered the use
of wireless but rejected it as impractical. In equipping trail parties, Scott followed Shackleton's lead,
even to using Siberian ponies. He did have a few
dogs, and their performance, with better dog handlers than on his previous expedition, frequently
amazed him.
His rival for the prize of the South Pole, Roald
Amundsen, would not have been surprised at all. He
was the epitome of the Scandinavian school of polar
travellers. Unlike Scott, who was naval officer
turned explorer, somewhat by accident, Amundsen
had devoted his life to exploration and had mastered
all the best techniques. The most brilliant of his
achievements was the successful solution of the
scurvy problem on his South Pole journey. His experience on the Gerlache expedition and his later
travels in the Arctic had convinced him of the efficacy of fresh meat as a scurvy preventative. He
started his South Pole trip with 52 dogs. As loads
grew lighter, the weaker dogs were killed and fed
both to the surviving dogs and to the men. Of the
original 52 dogs, only 11 completed the journey, but
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they were all in fine condition, as were the members of his party. To those who believe that the dog
is man's best friend, Amundsen's solution seemed
brutal, but it worked.
Scott, if he could have conceived of such an idea,
would undoubtedly have rejected it. There is no need
here to examine Scott's complex character or to recount his errors, except to note that his failure to
adopt the best available techniques cost him his life.
Even if he and his companions had reached the depot
which lay a scant ten miles beyond their strength, it
is extremely doubtful that they would have survived.
Scott lost a race, not with time or distance or
weather, but with disease—scurvy. Perhaps the best
that can be said is to echo Sir Raymond Priestley's
remark that Scott made up for his mistakes by the
gallant manner of his death. Unfortunately, he took
four brave men with him.
Those who followed Amundsen and Scott had
learned the lesson. Both Mawson and Shackleton
relied upon dog teams as a means of transport. The
former also purchased an airplane, but it was damaged in Australia before the expedition sailed. It
was stripped of its wings and converted to a tractor
sledge, but this contraption was a dismal failure.
Mawson was the first to use radio communications.
Although the primitive equipment of that era proved
virtually inoperable in the months of continuous daylight, it worked reasonably well in the period of
darkness.
When Shackleton sailed in 1914, trail radios had
been used in Greenland, but he was not impressed.
In fact, only withrelüctance did he agree to install a
receiver (but not a transmitter) aboard his ship. Although he cast doubt on the ability of wireless to
work over antarctic distances, Shackleton's attitude
toward it was largely personal. He didn't want to be
bothered from outside. On one occasion, he blurted
out, "I do not want to communicate with England
at all." On the subject of diet, however, he consulted
with the leading authorities. Even then, the research
was under way that led to the discovery of vitamins.
In fact, in a paper written in 1917 by one of his
medical officers, the word appears, spelled with a
terminal "e." Actually, he fell back on the well-tried
antiscorbutic of the Royal Navy—lime juice, which
he had made up in capsules. Whether it would have
worked remains unknown, because his ship was
crushed and hi.i party took to the ice where seal and
penguin were plentiful.
In technological development, war serves as a sort
of catalyst. Any invention that promises an advantage
over the enemy is taken up and urged along. As
noted above, aircraft, tracked vehicles, and wireless
were known before World War I. They emerged
from the conflict greatly improved. A technological
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Technological evolution in antarctic operations is aptly
demonstrated by comparing the Curtis Wright Condor
(left) used on Byrd's expedition, with the C-141 Starlifter aircraft (above) used today to ferry supplies to
Antarctica.
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escalation had been started of which the end is not
yet in sight. It was inevitable that sooner or later the
new technology would be brought to the Antarctic.
The key figure in so doing was Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd. It is safe to say that there is practically
no technique in use today that he did not in some
measure anticipate on his first two expeditions. Although not the first to fly an airplane in Antarctica
—Sir Hubert Wilkins had done so on November 16.
1928—he was the first to launch them from the Continent and penetrate any distance inland. With the
aid of aerial cameras, he made aircraft the greatest
tool ever devised for the exploration. of our planet.
Byrd also used his planes to put parties in the field
and replenish them with su.ppliês.. His buildings were
of the modular type, being composed of 8- by 3-foot
panels that two men could handle with ease. His man
rations were carefully devised, by Dr. Francis D.
Coman of Johns Hopkins University, to insure a balanced diet including vitamins, while Dr. John Malcorn of Otago University, New Zealand, devised a
dog pemmican that was equally successful.
More than anything else, Byrd was an organizer
and manager of very considerable talent. He proposed to control operations of his ships and field
parties and even to maintain contact with his home
base in the United States by radio, and, in his narrative of the expedition, he states that no aspect of
the preparations gave him greater concern that the
selection of communications equipment. On his
1928-1931 expedition, he found a Ford Snowmobile
useful around the station, but it broke down on the
trail. When he returned to Antarctica in 1935, he
had two Snowmobiles, a heavy tracked vehicle capable of carrying 20,000 pounds, and three Citröen
cars of a type successfully used in the Sahara and
Gobi Deserts and in the snow fields of the French
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Alps. These cars were in the nature of a half-track,
with skis mounted under the front wheels when employed on ice or snow. The Citröens were interesting
as an illustration of increased reliability of motor vehicles. They were stock models and had only such
modifications as his mechanics were able to effect
after deployment. In fact, Byrd owed his life to them;
when he was alone suffering from carbon-monoxide
poisoning in a hut 123 miles from Little America,
the cars came to his rescue, operating at temperatures
below those which dogs could tolerate. On this same
expedition, he even had that ancestor of the helicopter, a Kellett.jitogyr-cIt: is hard to think of
much that he didn't have,' except icebreakers.
With Byrd, the full force of western technology
was felt in Antarctica. Since his day, both equipment
and techniques have improved, but a very large part
of what has occurred is based on his innovations. The
aircraft are bigger, the vehicles more powerful, the
radios more reliable, the buildings more comfortable,
and the helicopters more efficient. To these changes,
World War II gave great impetus. On Operation
High jump (1946-1947), icebreakers made their appearance, as did helicopters and the tracked vehicles
that had been developed for amphibious operations.
Radar, a new development, contributed greatly to
both oceanic and aerial navigation.
During the 1956-1957 season, the United States
used both surface and air transport to establish stations on the polar plateau. For Byrd Station at 80°S.
120°W., materials and supplies were delivered by
tractor train. At the Geographic South Pole, however, all equipment and supplies were airdropped,
while men and delicate scientific instruments were
delivered by light ski-equipped aircraft. After 1959,
the same system was used to support Byrd Station.
In 1960, the Hercules, a heavy cargo plane with
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

Eltanin Cruise 40
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Aircraft such as the LC-130 fulfill most of the intracontinental
travel and supply needs. Yet, dog sledges are still used: these
were employed by the British Antarctic Survey in Deep Freeze 70.

ski-wheel landing gear, first appeared in the area. By
1963 5 it had taken over all cargo, fuel, and personnel
deliveries to the interior. The Hercules' proven ability to land on almost any fiat space in Antarctica
made it possible to install scientific field parties in
any area, to resupply them as needed, and to move
them from one location to another. Combined with
air transport from the United States, aviation has
made it possible for a scientist to leave his institution
in the autumn, do a full season of investigation, and
return in time for the spring semester. He can do
more in 4 months than his predecessor could in 18.
As we move into the future, it is obvious that technology will cause other changes. Already weather
and geophysical satellites are having their effect on
both operations and scientific investigation. Automated observatories, broadcasting their data via
communications satellites, are just around the
corner. Oceanographers have been studying the currents of McMurdo Sound against the day when submersibles will be added to the tools of scientific research. The use of air-cushion vehicles and aircraft
capable of vertical takeoff and landing are being
investigated.
When man and his technology come to stay, they
also bring their own problems with them, however.
Before permanent occupation of sites, expeditions
remained for a year or two and then departed. For
the most part, they were small, and the risk of pollution was minimal. This is no longer true. A station
like McMurdo is in reality a small town, and it
creates problems of public hygiene and contamination familiar to communities everywhere. The difficulty of solution is compounded by the nature of
the frozen ground on which stations are built. If
one installs a nuclear reactor, he immediately creates
the problem of what to do with the atomic waste.
Today, man finds himself struggling not only with
how to live in harsh environments, but also against
the products of his own presence. If not expertly
handled, they may do irreparable damage to one of
the last areas where nature may be studied in its
pristine state.
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Cruise 40 of Eltanin was a special-purpose cruise
emphasizing physical-oceanographic investigations of
deep antarctic water east of New Zealand and the
Kermadec Ridge. The entire deep Pacific is filled by
water deriving from the Antarctic, and abyssal-circulation theory predicts that this water should move
northward through the South Pacific as a relatively
narrow current lying against the western boundary
of the great central basin. The existence of such a
current was demonstrated in 1967 on Eltanin Cruises
28 and 29, during the occupation of transpacific
hydrographic sections at 28°S. and 43052 Additional
hydrographic sections were required to map the current, however, and direct velocity measurements were
needed in it for a sound estimate of its volume transport. Cruise 40 was designed to accomplish these
purposes.
After a small delay in the completion of the annual
overhaul, which had started on August 5, Eltanin
departed Auckland on September 15, 1969. After
occupying a short hydrographic section at 39°S. across
the somewhat nebulous East Cape Current, she
steamed to the Chatham Islands and ran a hydrographic section across the deep boundary current,
northeastward from the Chatham Islands to 35°S.
160°W. This activity was followed by a section along
35°S. to North Cape, New Zealand. The ship then
made a three-day port call at Auckland, departing
again on October 10.
'U.S. Antarctic Research Program Representative,
tanin

El-

Cruise 40.

'Antarctic Journal, vol. II,

no. 6, p. 258-261.
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